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Granger Waste Services Improves
Performance and Longevity with HexArmor® Eyewear
Granger’s Director of Safety, John Parmer, could hardly believe it.
“It was like Christmas morning the day we handed out the new HexArmor® safety eyewear to our
®
operators, mechanics, and drivers. They were so eager to get their new PPE.”
But it wasn’t always that way.
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their PPE over their eyes, but each person had
best. John and Angie Schwab, Granger’s Safety
Coordinator, were faced with a bigger issue outside
of the multiple brands of safety eyewear they were
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Over the past two and a half years as the Director
of Safety at Granger Waste Services, a Michigan-
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utilizing – they could not keep up with the demand
of the amount of eyewear that was needed.
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“We’d go through boxes and crates of safety eyewear
like crazy,” explained John. “Associates were tossing
them up on their dashboard or putting them other

The associates loved them. “Word started getting

places where they’d constantly be getting scratched.”

out. People kept asking us where they could also get
a pair,” said John.

As soon as the lenses were scratched, they’d be
ineffective, and employees would ask for a new pair

Associates loved the way the eyewear looked,

nearly every day.

fit, and how comfortable they were. Lenses were
no longer fogging up due to body heat, and the

“We just hadn’t found a good solution yet,” he added.

The Process + Solution
After a few initial conversations with HexArmor®
solutions specialists, they were introduced to
HexArmor® safety eyewear. A few of Granger’s
longtime associates were asked to trial a couple of
pairs and then give honest feedback to John and
Angie.

scratch-resistant hard coating on the exterior of
the HexArmor® lenses even passed the “dashboard
test.” Outside of the comfort, fit, and style of the
eyewear, John mentioned that they “loved the brow
guard [on the MX300] for the guys who are working
underneath trucks.” Many of the associates at
Granger wear communication headphones on the
job and were commenting on how good the eyewear
felt underneath their headphones – the compatibility
was a huge plus.
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Flow-Coating
Flow-coating is profoundly
different than traditional dipcoating methods used by other
safety eyewear brands.
Flow-coating allows lenses to be
coated one side at time with either
permanent anti-fog or a scratchresistant hard coat, giving wearers
specific protection where they need
it the most. Dip-coating applies an
identical coating to both sides of the
lens and can sacrifice the quality of
one protective property over the other.
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The Feedback
With all the positive feedback about the eyewear,

“I kept thinking we were going through them so fast…

John and Angie decided to take the plunge and

just like we used to with our old eyewear. But then

place their first order. They were hesitant about

Angie told me we still had 20 left in our original box –

ordering at first due to cost compared to their prior

and it had been three or four months already! It was

purchases– and associates typically weren’t known

unbelievable,” said John.

for taking great care of their current eyewear. After
working through a distributor and realizing that the
associates who were trialing the HexArmor® eyewear

“Our eyewear program isn’t 100% yet, but it’s much
improved.”

were treating it like their favorite pair of sunglasses –
they decided to move forward.
Once the HexArmor® safety eyewear made it to the
Granger facility, people couldn’t wait to get their
hands on them.
John and Angie couldn’t believe it. “It’s just been fun
to watch. It’s not something safety people get to see
very often… people getting excited about PPE,” he

HexArmor® is an industry-leading manufacturer of high
performance personal protective equipment (PPE).
Protective devices do not provide unlimited protection.
Some operations may require machine guards, face shields,
special filter lenses, or other safety equipment. Safety
eyewear does not provide complete protection against
hazards, and should only be used in conjunction with the
prescribed safety equipment for the application as well as
defined safety practices.

MX300

Sleek, modern styling with
maximum protection and comfort
• The MX300 with permanent antifog coatings features a modern
wraparound style, wide-vision
lens, and an integrated soft brow
guard and nose piece for ultimate
protection and wearability.®

said. “Associates were even wrapping them up and
putting them in their lunch boxes to keep them safe.”
Granger was also impressed with the longevity of the
eyewear.
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